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daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 08/10/2006 :  09:29:31  

This could have gone under the recordings thread but I decided it was news
too. It's already been reported both on Dustyville and Petula's site that the
Dusty/Pet duet Corner of the Sky is to be released in January on a Petula
Duets CD. I've said it before and I'll say it again , I was lucky enough to

get to hear the version before it was perfected, and I absolutely loved it.

This is what Pet has to say...

"It was very emotional to hear Dusty's voice. As a matter of fact the tape
we used to make the recording was from one of Dusty's original tapes from
years ago.

When you record you always get bits of conversation in-between while you
are working on the song - me talking to Claude, or someone else - so we
heard Dusty speaking while she was doing this song and that was just to
emotional, hearing her talking, so I had to stop ask for them to take out all
the speaking parts and sing with her, and enjoy the moment.

It's a lovely song, very beautiful lyrics. I really adore it, it's so very very
special to me"

Carole G.x

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 08/10/2006 :  10:36:33    

Aww thanks for this Carole  She had some very sweet things to say about

Dusty.

Clare xoxo

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Tim
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3422 Posts

Posted - 08/10/2006 :  11:51:36    

I'm really looking forward to hearing this song after all these years..

Tim x

Mads
Where am I going?

Posted - 08/10/2006 :  12:53:07      

I wish they'd kept the talking in...she had such a nice speaking voice! Haha
maybe they could put it all together at the end...just a montage of Dusty
talking..
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Australia
3323 Posts

Thanks for this Carole! Im excited about hearing it.

Love Mads xxx

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 08/10/2006 :  14:41:46  

thanks, Carole - i can't wait to hear it! 

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 08/10/2006 :  16:39:33  

Thats great news Carole look forward to it.....thankx

Casx

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 08/10/2006 :  22:09:10    

Yeah, that would have been heart wrenching to hear her voice.

I'm very glad to hear this news, CG, and know we can count on you to keep
us posted!!

Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 23/11/2006 :  16:05:42  

I just heard Petula on R2 talking about her duets CD. She explained how
she'd gone into the studio and sang alongside Dusty's unfinished recording
and said something like "I can't tell you how that made me feel". I believe
it'll be the first track on the duets CD.

She also told the story (again ) of the papparazzi spying on her and Dusty

wearing just their undies in the dressing room in San Remo

Carole x

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 23/11/2006 :  16:09:34  

Carole did Petula say when her Duets CD will be released?

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 23/11/2006 :  17:50:03  

Pet's just been on the Paul O'Grady show too and still talking about the
Dusty duet! It's very obviously the highlight of the CD for her. She said she
recorded it in L.A. and having Dusty's voice coming in through the
headphones was amazing. She also said she was Dusty's biggest fan but
then she hasn't met us lot  All she said about the release date was early

in the New Year, I don't think she actually knew exactly when. 

Carole x
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 25/11/2006 :  17:27:40    

Can't wait to hear this one!

It's such a testament to Dusty's stature that she keeps coming back up the
charts and in the news. 
That's what/who a classic is....discovered over and over again, timeless.....
Bless Dusty.

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

Jen
Little by little

Canada
175 Posts

Posted - 25/11/2006 :  20:57:48  

I've always had a very soft spot for this song - I guess I can add one more
to the list of Dusty's recordings that cause me to collapse... in a heap... on

the floor.... a soggy mess!! 

Jen

  

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 01/12/2006 :  22:49:48  

I heard earlier that it looks like a March/April release for Petula's Duets CD.
There's some more tweaking being done to Corner of the Sky (which I'm
happy about ) and there's a slight problem to be ironed out with another

track. So we have to be patient.......and Dusty fans are good at that!

Carole x

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 02/12/2006 :  04:36:41      

Mmmm I cant wait to hear this song!!

It would also be nice to hear some of the chatter that Petula talked about,
but I think it would sound....unprofessional maybe?

Not to us though...

Love,

Mads xxx

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 09/12/2006 :  17:06:19  

Petula was interviewed again on BBC Radio 2 last Sunday by Michael Ball.
This is what she had to say about the duet

"We've got a duet album coming out, I know everyone's doing duet albums...
...one with Dusty,Dusty Springfield, that ,I know this sounds weird, but I recorded it
about a year ago."
"Somebody in LA found this track that Dusty had sort of half done and I don't think she
was feeling all that great when she did it and she was going through a bad time in LA,
but there are moments in in when she is superb, of course, and I had always wanted to
sing with Dusty, I was like the fan, and it just never happened , and I thought wouldn't
this be great if I could just go in and sing along with her and cut out the bits that, you
know, were a little bit iffy and then I will sing over them and then we'd do harmony
over them,and that's exactly what we've done,it sounds pretty good"

Again Petula didn't give an exact release date but said it would be out early
next year
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Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 10/12/2006 :  08:49:42      

Thanks Clive!!

Love,

Mads xxx

David
Little by little

USA
498 Posts

Posted - 10/12/2006 :  12:23:18  

I'll have to get out my Pippin cast album today. Think about your life,
Pippin!

Dustily yours, David

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 26/01/2007 :  09:08:29  

Petula's duet album is released March 13

http://www.cduniverse.com/productinfo.asp?pid=7376088&BAB=E

insomniacafe
I’ll try anything

Netherlands
1509 Posts

Posted - 26/01/2007 :  09:27:52    

Between that, the BBC DVD/CD and the new version of Paul Howes book,
it's shaping up to be a good year!

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 26/01/2007 :  12:37:04    

Not to mention your presence on LTD!

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 02/02/2007 :  16:06:54  

I've just ordered my copy of Petula's Duets from Collectors Choice. It looks
like it will be out in the States before the UK and that Collectors Choice will
have exclusive rights for the first month. I'm too impatient to wait any
longer, so I ordered

http://www.ccmusic.com/item.cfm?itemid=UNI679120
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 11/02/2007 :  17:30:26  

Just in case anyone read the article on Petula in yesterday's Mail
supplement and saw that it gave the release date of the Duets album as
12th March, don't get too excited. I checked very quickly with those who
know much more than me and was told that that can't possibly be right,
there's still a question mark over the release date here as the clearances
for all the performances on it haven't yet been sorted for the UK. The same
doesn't apply for the US (different rules), which is why Collectors Choice
can offer it in a week or so.

Carole x

Edited by - daydreamer on 11/02/2007 17:31:13

Tom Lovett
Little by little

United Kingdom
944 Posts

Posted - 11/02/2007 :  19:09:06  

Thanks Carole

I've just ordered Duets from Collectors Choice.

Tom

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 19/02/2007 :  23:18:18  

I just had an email from Collectors Choice to say my Duets CD was posted
today  So hopefully, I'll have my Corner of the Sky within the week.

Carole x
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